Consulting on
professional recognition

The regional network is coordinated by:

Recognising
authority

Additional services
We also consult companies, employment agencies and
job centres.

Yes

recognised

Qualification consulting

Our goal:
We support you in working in your profession in
Germany.
We answer your questions:
Which German job profile does the foreign
qualification correspond to?
How can you have your credentials recognised?
Which documents do you need?
Where can you have your qualification recognised?
How much does it cost?

Contact:
IQ Network Hesse – Coordination
Institute for Vocational Training,
Labour Market and Social Policy (INBAS GmbH)
Herrnstraße 53
63065 Offenbach

Consulting on
professional recognition

We answer the question:
Do you need to have your qualification
recognised in Germany?

Tel.: +49 (0) 69/2 72 24-0
Email: iq-hessen@inbas.com
www.hessen.netzwerk-iq.de
www.netzwerk-iq.de
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Having foreign qualifications recognised
in Hesse – in three steps
Would you like to work in Germany?
Have you learned a profession in your home
country?
Is your qualification (profession) recognised in
Germany?

We assist and consult you
We support you in having your qualification recognised in Germany.
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Official recognition
In some cases, qualifications acquired abroad first
have
to be recognised in Germany.
This process is called official recognition. Official
recognition varies from profession to profession
and from degree to degree.
No matter which degree you have, we will show
you where to go.
Working immediately
If your qualification is recognised in
Germany, you can apply for a job in
your profession.
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The “Integration through Qualification (IQ)” funding programme is supported by the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs and the European Social Fund.
In Hesse, consulting on professional recognition is additionally funded by the Hessian Ministry of Science and Arts.

We will help you in three steps:
Consulting on professional recognition
Qualification consulting
Qualification projects

In cooperation with:

www.hessen.netzwerk-iq.de

On your way to recognition
We will show you where to go.

Qualification consulting

Qualification projects

We provide personal assistance
Recognising
authority

Yes

Qualification consulting

Qualification projects

Welcome to the job

Recognition

Qualification consulting

Qualification opportunities

Together, we will get an answer to the question:
Which qualification do you need for your profession to be fully recognised?

We help you ...
... with specific qualification opportunities.
... to improve your chances of working in
your profession.

Personal support provides security.

We offer qualification opportunities for various professions. This makes it possible to have your foreign
qualification recognised – such as qualifications in the
field of
nursing, for example. We also assist foreign university
graduates in
improving their chances on the job market.

We can give you advice from the very beginning.
But you can also contact us if you have already taken
some steps on your own. You will always receive assistance. Including financial assistance.
We personally support you every step of the way.

In some cases, qualifications acquired abroad are
different from
those in Germany. Then you
need to study up. You need to acquire a qualification. We will assist you in having your qualification
recognised in Germany.
We will show you:
What qualifications you need.
How and where you can learn what you need
to have your qualification recognised –
such as German, for example.
How to get financing from job centres or employment agencies –
because qualification does not come for free.
We help you with issues regarding your personal costs when getting qualification.

We support you. Individually.
We assist you in having your qualification officially
recognised in Germany.
Our qualification offers are free of charge.
There are no costs for the exams related to our offers.
In some cases, private costs may be covered during
your qualification process.

We answer your questions regarding the recognition
of your qualification.

Qualification opens doors
Professional recognition takes time:
The three steps of our consultation are important.
They give you a good chance of working in your
profession in Germany. We offer you assistance,
consultation and qualification opportunities.
Would you like to have your qualification recognised in Germany?
We will help you achieve your goal.
Contact us.
You can find all information and contact data on
our website:
Welcome to
www.hessen.netzwerk-iq.de

